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has spread to most of the country, and threatens to split it into three, as the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) attempts to seize

more territory in the southeast of the country. As of September 20, the PKK had taken control of over 1,000 Kurdish villages in
the southeast, and occupied the towns of Cizre and Silopi. The tensions at their height in the summer were so great that the

Turkish and Kurdish languages were deemed to be a threat to national security, and were replaced with Turkish and English.
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Now, with the areas of Cizre and Silopi back under government control, Kurdish separatist terrorists have taken over a police
station in nearby Diyarbakir, and are apparently planning attacks on military installations. Turkey's military has been cracking
down on the separatists, although it has been accused of human rights violations and carrying out a disproportionate number of

civilian casualties. The country's national intelligence agency, the MIT, also has been accused of spying on civilians' phone calls,
in addition to infiltrating social media sites to map the region's leaders. Tensions have been rising between the Kurds and the
government, and Ankara has been flexing its military muscle in recent weeks. Some have suggested that the Turkish military
may be preparing a preemptive attack, but most of Turkey's military equipment is concentrated on the border with Syria and
Iraq. On September 16, the US said it is also worried about Turkish military activity against its allies, and the next day Vice
President Joe Biden called on Turkey to "stop the fighting."Q: Check if a URL exists How can I check if a URL exists using

php? I only need to check for the URL to be a valid address. I can't use file_exists(), because I want to check for the URL
directly, and not on a file. I tried using curl_exec() 82157476af
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